Benediction tonight at 5:00. Ashes tonight in Dil., How., Cav.

The Carnival.

The campus clubs, the concession operators, the barkers, everyone, especially those in charge, congratulations on your success and many thanks for the entertainment. Those who will profit by the dollars you made, the soldiers, sailors, the Red Cross and other Charities, will certainly appreciate your charity. One observation was made. Every worker had fun in giving his time, voice, and muscle to the work. It's real charity to give without asking a return.

The Flowers on the Altar.

You responded generously to the request for flowers for the Forty Hours. You may have had to give up a show or an extra coke. Perhaps Christ has already repaid you for the coins you dropped into the wicker basket.

Lent - Late Sleepers - 7:20 Mass.

You can get to Mass daily during Lent, even though you do sleep over occasionally during the week. There are late Masses at:

7:10 IN DILLON AND CAVANAUGH
7:20 IN HOWARD

The 7:10 Mass is finished in time for you to take breakfast before the eight o'clock class. If you choose the 7:20 in Howard, ample time is left after Mass for you to pick up your books in the hall and get to the first-hour class.

"But, Father . . .

... a fellow who has worked all day in class, all afternoon in lab, and the best part of the evening in study, certainly deserves a good sleep."

You are right. You are thinking of the story you read somewhere about the negligent woman who was told by her confessor to give up her long hours of prayer, morning Mass and the like, and stay home to cook her husband's breakfast, do the housework and to care for the children. One can't carry out his duties as a student without sleep - is that what you want to say? We agree with you. But how much nocturnal repose does your fatigued brain and muscle need?

Many hard-working factory workers take no more than seven hours sleep at night, and they remain fit for their jobs. The late Masses give you the chance to get seven or eight hours sleep on those days you choose to sleep in. Long sleeps encourage sloth, as well as more serious sin.

Take a midnight per. If you rise at 7:00, you have had seven hours of rest; eleven o'clock retiring gives you eight hours in which to recoup for another day of math, chemistry, physics, or English.

Sleep, but meet Christ at the 7:10 or 7:20 to make reparation for your sins and the sins of a warring world. Some men are not holding out on Christ this Lent. They are rising in time for the 6:00 hall Mass.

Adorers, Note.

When your knees ache toward the close of your half-hour of prayer with Christ, accept the suffering willingly. Offer it to Christ as a prayer for some dying soldier, on either side, Japanese, German, American or British. By that pain you can win a soul for heaven. Kneel up.